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1.  Introduction

In today’s environment, the nature of advanced 
industrial automation is one of the most important 
issues nowadays. Data for distributed environment in 
networking requires computational performance using 
less power consumption is the most critical objective of 
an organization. The success of an organization depends 
on the ability to accurate, reliable and timely referred 
data for effective decision making process. Here by using 
different methods and techniques,the best way to give 
energy efficiently at the time of transmission of data. We 
should work for the efficient use of saving the energy node 
in the completion of the entire network. Here it becomes 
important to reschedule the network environment using 
various approaches developed in suitable areas and 
to improve the scalability of the network. Apart from 

these challenges which emphasis the importance of 
WirelessHART in the networking domain.

1.1  Low Energy Consumption Model using 
WirelessHART

WirelessHART is a wireless mesh network 
communications protocol for process automation 
applications. Researchers have long recognized with low 
resource nodes using sensor to a wide range of network in 
realistic performance is a very important task. In order to 
achieve this, we propose many methods which analyze to 
detect the energy efficient techniques.

1.2 Network Analysis
The network analysis module is implemented to discover 
the nodes and their neighbors. The grouping of node 
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is performed using cluster techniques. Among all the 
working nodes, the nodes with the higher priority are 
selected as the cluster. Clustering is a common approach 
used in sensor networks to increase the scalability. It is 
periodically performed in a distributed manner based on 
the usage of energy consumption. Limitations of the node 
can be calculated using the energy level efficiency.

1.3 Single Hop Clustering
In single hop clustering, the node with the higher 
bandwidth as well as the residual energy is calculated. 
Data communication module plays the vital role in 
transmitting the node with low consumption. This is 
one of the efficient approaches and save more energy to 
reduce the idle power.

Multi Hop Clustering
This clustering uses many of the protocol to support 
optimization. The network analysis module uses this 
approach to improve both efficiency and effectiveness and 
Time complexity. It dynamically reconfigures the cluster 
based on the bandwidth requirements of the deployed 
sensing nodes.

1.5 Energy Efficient Clustering Scheme
To achieve good efficiency, here many cluster nodes will 
be activated to balance the load among the distributed 
periodical data. In this method we can also implement 
multi hop clustering so that we can easily transmit the 

data simultaneously between the given time deviation. 
The following methods are implemented to give residual 
energy.

1.5.1 Cluster Head Selection Method
First all the given sensor nodes are deployed then depends 
upon the condition resources many cluster nodes are 
selected for obtaining optimization. This cluster node will 
act as the head node only to the particular mentioned 
region. This header node collects all the transmitted data 
and forwards it to correct destination.

1.5.2 Cluster Node Formation Method
The Header node with highest priority is taken as the 
cluster. Here the decision is based on the deployment 
criteria. The child node will activate only signal transfer 
from the given resource environment.

1.6 Clustering Techniques 
A cluster contains various numbers of patterns and design 
used in networking implementation. It also provides self 
constructing mechanism for grouping of cluster. Here in 
our environment we are going to implement.

1.6.1  ALEACH (Advanced Low Energy Adaptive 
Clustering Hierarchy)

This protocol enables the clustering for micro and macro 
sensor along with the energy based cluster based routing 
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for data aggregation. The result of this method improves 
in terms of cluster formation for multiple accesses as well 
for self organization of nodes.

1.6.2 ALEACH Operation
In this process LEACH is divided in to two rounds. Each 
round consists of cluster organization 1. Set up phase 
2. Steady phase. Here each sensor detects itself to be a 
cluster head at the beginning of each round with the given 
probability vi(t). vi(t) is selected based on the expected 
number of cluster. After electing each node broadcasts an 
Advertisement message (ADV) so that other nodes become 
able to know that they have chosen as coordinator for the 
current node as well as from the subordinating node.

2.  Fast Local Clustering Service

FLOC methods always suits with non-overlapping and 
accurately divides equal sized clusters. Each cluster 
consists of cluster head and all nodes within the given 
distant of cluster head. FLOC introduces a property 
which minimizes the overlap. Thus this cluster is helpful 
to avoid non- overlapping. Here the node with reliable 
communication node will gain more energy.

2.1  Distributed Weight based Energy 
Efficient Hierarchical Clustering

This clustering technique goal is to achieve better size 
balance and to use minimum routing protocol clusters. 
We cannot assume the size and density of the networking 
clusters. Based on the residual energy and the distance 
appears in the neighbors node calculated using the weight.

3.   Protocol Implementation in 
various Fields

Due to the technology advancement WirelessHART plays 
a critical role because of the open wireless communication 
protocol. Depending upon our requirement of the 
industrial production WSN application can be defined in 
to the three ways.

3.1 Environmental Sensing
This type of sensing enlarges the vast field of the entire 
network using different methods of HART Protocol. 

Here this area covers the sensing of air, water, Pollution, 
humidity, soil erosion and it also monitors the given 
industrial area.

3.2 Conditional Monitoring
This monitors the problems of humans and it tells the 
structure of health problems where it displays information 
about a particular person, via monitoring devices etc. 
Example: Electronic device for diagnostics like smart 
pills.

3.3 Process Automation
This technique provides the users with the useful 
information regarding the resources taken from the 
production and service oriented jobs, which includes the 
multidisciplinary activities where computing is done like, 
number crunching data storage, time intervals, machine 
terminals, Bio metric and supply chain status as well as 
the process demonstrate high performance with respect 
to time and accuracy in all industrial process.

4.  Related Work

There has been much research work carried on sensing, 
clustering methods. Most of the work has focused on 
different types of sensing devices. Here we are going to 
give some concepts which are related to our proposed 
work.

The author concentrated their efforts on a dynamic 
efficient way to provide different level sensing in a Wireless 
Sensor Network plays an important role transmitting data 
from source to destination node1,2.

The author has shown the performance between the 
simple, reliable, robust and secure way to deploy new 
access points of measurement and control without wiring 
cost. Finally they have showed the throughput ratio3.

The author insists on various methods and techniques 
suitable for Wireless Sensor Network system4.

The proposed multiplier circuits are based on the 
modified Booth algorithm can be used to accelerate the 
multiplication speed with reduced power consumption. 
The resultant multiplier circuit shows better performance 
than others and can be used in the systems requiring very 
high performance5.

A novel 24 transistor Latch Adder (LA) is proposed. 
It is validated using the Wallace tree multiplier as a bench 
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marking circuit. Wallace tree multiplier is implemented 
using the proposed latch adder and delay lines in the 
internal nodes6.

5.   Usage of Sensing Devices in 
various Fields

WirelessHart is an industrial protocol via data can be 
transmitted from many resources. It fulfills all specific 
requirements for reliability, security cost efficiency, 
performance. 

WirelessHART can be scaled up while scheduling for 
sensor nodes aims at finding the minimum bandwidth for 
real time networking, through the use of multiple access 
points in wireless environment.

 It coordinates the Wireless Sensor Node when 
deployed in any industrial field.

It restores the wireless resources in any graph routing 
path to avoid redundancy in the network even though 
a large number of sensor devices connected in social 
network.

 Provide multiple access points for identifying range 
calibration resolution.

Wireless network provides many benefits like energy 
interaction with the surrounding atmosphere, interaction 
with the target, recording all the energy resource by 
sensors.

6.   Methods for Monitoring 
WirelessHART Applications

•	 A method of monitoring network traffic, comprising:
•	 Capturing wireless communications from at least one 

wireless device.
•	 Forming at least one new cluster comprising at least 

a portion of the captured wireless communications 
having at least one relevant parameter.

•	 Generating at least one rule set from the at least one 
cluster.

•	 Creating an updated rule set comprising a combination 
of the at least one rule set with a current rule set 
representing previous wireless communications, 
evaluating the difference of the at least one rule set 

from the updated rule set and deriving a threat level 
for the captured wireless communications based on 
the evaluation.

According to an aspect of the present invention 
an improvement is described in a method for joining 
a wireless node of a field device, said wireless node 
being preconfigured for use with a second network and 
arranged configurable for use with a first wireless network 
connected to an industrial monitoring or control system, 
using a wireless configuration device arranged with 
hardware and software for communicating with said 
second network. The wireless configuration device may 
also be arranged to communicate with the first network 
and/or the industrial monitoring or control system.

7.  Conclusion

This article ensures the scope of applications for timely 
distributed environment from remote access in the field. 
By using this system, in such a way the prototype should 
be defined before installation of industrial automation 
field. In distributed environment tracking and monitoring 
of different area can be done continuously by using 
WirelessHART methodology. As future enhancement this 
work can be extended to many applications.
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